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James Ryall  

Fans of historical fiction will 

be well served to give this first 

of a trilogy a read.  

A well written story that claims to 

be as historically accurate as it is 

possible to be. I'm not able to make 

that judgement, but the author is 

an academic of this period in our 

history.  

Fans of historical fiction will be 

well served to give this first of a 

trilogy a read.  Similar to ‘The 

Saxon Tales’ written by Bernard 

Cornwell and the history channel 

show ‘The Vikings’, it provides an 

entertaining account of the 

development of the Saxon 

kingdoms and their conversion to 

Christianity. 

 

Catherine Bryce  

A brilliant historical novel of Edwin High King of Britain, full of 

action and excitement - a must-read!!  

A beautifully written and well-detailed historical novel, one of a trilogy by 

Edoardo Albert, which is set in a collection of Kingdoms which we now know as 

Britain in 600AD. 

In a world set in the Saxon age, people are living in a culture of customs and 

beliefs where strong warriors live in strongholds of castles, the King being 



Supreme Ruler over his Kingdom.  The author introduces Edwin, a widower 

with two sons, exiled from his own land seeking sanctuary from his friend 

Raedwald, and from fighting Kingdoms, divided lands and fighting Kings. 

However, Raedwald has other plans for Edwin and pushes Edwin towards the 

authoritarian King Aethelfrith, whereupon battle commences for his life and 

birthright. 

Whilst Edwin endeavours to gain his rightful place, he repeatedly has to pay for 

this but achieves becoming King.  Whilst battles ensue, religion creeps in in the 

form of Christianity, whereupon as if in a miracle he meets an enigmatic man 

who gives Edwin a choice:  The Kingdom in return for a Christian belief in God 

within the Kingdom.  A choice not only affecting Edwin but also his wife 

Aethelburh and protector Fothreal   Against a background of mistrust and 

misunderstanding, each Ruler claims to be the rightful successor and now 

Edwin finally succeeds in Rulership by converting to Christianity, being careful 

of his in trying to unite his people under a religious context whilst keeping his 

promise made to the religious man and Edwin feels that his Kingdom can only 

be safe when he is King. 

This excellent novel ends with a stunning climax and leaves the reader looking 

forward to the next novels of the trilogy with baited breath. 

 

Linda  

From sanctuary to king of kings. Gods of Old to the birth of 

Christianity in Britain. Battles and peacetime.  

Edwin is in sanctuary with King Raedwald. However, Raedwald has been 

offered wealth beyond his imagining to give him up. Edwin thinks about his 

options and meets a messenger who says Edwin will reach higher than any of 

his ancestors. 

This books is well written and has been well researched. The scenes set in York 

are descriptive and felt like I was there. The battles are excellent: place setting 

was authentic and not a place I would have liked to be. The introduction of 

Christianity into northern Britain is covered within Edwin's marriage. 

The period is not one I know a lot about and I found it very interesting. The 

notes at the end of the book give more information of sources and further 

reading. Politics, war, religion and a little bit of romance - I'm looking forward 

to the next in the series. 

 



Cathy Petersen  

A really great historical novel that brings to life a little known 

period of early British history.  

Set in a period of early British history not often covered in historical novels I 

really enjoyed what the author did with this. Not all battles and plots, this 

actually felt quite realistic in its portrayal of the lives and actions of Edwin, his 

followers and his adversaries. I particularly found the matter of Edwin’s 

conversion to Christianity very well done, the importance of religion generally 

in day to day lives, the real fears of the dark and the future. Edwin himself is 

wonderfully depicted as are all the characters, in particular his wife and his 

future enemy, Penda of Mercia. I liked that the author veered away from black 

and white where each was concerned and presented them all as very human. 

Throughout the book I felt Edoardo Albert brought to life both the time and 

people I had a vague familiarity with in a vivid and convincing way. The 

landscape feels authentic as does the numbers in war bands etc. As the first in a 

series I eagerly anticipate the second book, Oswald. 

You can follow Cathy on Twitter:  @Cerysthepup 

 

Jo-anne Atkinson  

Bringing to life a key character from the Dark Ages.  

After the Romans left Britain, waves of incomers travelled from Europe and 

conquered the native Britons in many parts of the country.  The history of the 

times is little known, the main source being Bede.  During these ‘dark ages’ 

Christianity was also becoming and established religion.  One of the Kings 

whose story is told is King Edwin, one of the first High kings who brought 

different tribes together.  Edwin was of the noble family who ruled Bernicia 

(North Yorkshire and Northumbria) but had been in exile for many years after 

the death of his father.  Living with hosts and always in fear of his life Edwin 

makes an important alliance and regains his throne but in the political 

machinations of Britain few Kings live to see old age. 

Albert is a new writer to the historical fiction genre and the setting of this series 

of novels is unusual in that little historical fact is known which gives the 

opportunity for a large amount of licence. Anglo-Saxon terms are used 

throughout and are explained within context. The approach is fairly 

lightweight, this book is enjoyable and pleasant rather than gripping, but that is 

probably no bad thing considering the level of linguistic content.  Albert is 



definitely knowledgeable about the period and wears that learning lightly but 

the literary content leaves room for improvement. 

www.pluckedhighbrow.wordpress.com 

 

Annette Woolfson 

What a cracking read! A great story with well-developed characters 

and set in a period of history which I know little about. I particularly 

enjoyed this as I have recently moved to Northumberland and can actually see a 

commemorative stained-glass art installation depicting Deacon James from my 

front window! The author has really brought these long-dead characters to life 

and it is obvious that he has done a lot of research into the period and the area. 

He captures mood and atmosphere as well as he captures historical fact, I shall 

certainly be reading the rest of this trilogy and will be recommending it to 

others. 

Thanks for introducing me to this series. 

 

Marjorie Lacy 

The debut novel of Edoardo Albert, first part of a trilogy - The Northumbrian 

Thrones. This volume concentrates on a little known, exciting time in England's 

history. It tells how Britain was formed from the various fighting and feuding 

factions who inhabited the kingdom at that time. 

Exiled and looser of his Northumbrian Kingdom, Edwin seeks refuge with the 

King of Kent, who has his secret desires for Edwin's northern riches. Taking a 

solitary walk along the coast, he meets the Roman Monk, Paulinus who tells him 

he has a great future, his kingdom will be regained, and to achieve this, Edwin 

must convert to Christianity and encourage his people to do so too. 

The book focuses on the difficulties and battles Edwin must face to 

bring unity. Facing hostility from his pagan countryman. How other 

noblemen seek to take advantage of the situation. Against all the odds, Edwin 

does do it! He succeeds in bringing the new united Christian country of Britain 

into being. 

If like me, you enjoyed the first book, look out for: 

Book 2 in the series will be called Oswald, the return of the King. 

Book 3 in the series will be called Oswy, King of Kings. 

http://www.pluckedhighbrow.wordpress.com/


Jane Gilman  

This is a fast paced adventure story with the added spice that it is part of our 

history. Tales of Kings and Thegns battling while the gods look on are more 

usually fantasy and imagination. The events in this novel are the more 

remarkable in that they have a place in real history.  King Edwin a great 

Northumbrian deserves to be a name more widely known and this splendid 

novel should achieve that. 

Edwin is a king in exile with an uncertain future when a stranger prophesies 

that he will achieve greater heights than his forefathers.  Will the new God from 

across the sea or the old gods help him to achieve this? He has to decide while 

uniting and then ruling his kingdom. Will he be betrayed in the end, will any of 

the gods be on his side or will he be let down by them all? 

This is a thrilling at times bloodthirsty page turner. I wish history is 

always as excitingly told as this. I will be eager to read the next title in the 

series and recommend this as a must read for lovers of good historical fiction. 

 

Magdalena Vidgen 

It is difficult to write about this book, because I have such mixed feelings. 

On one side, I love historical fiction and love reading about not well known 

periods. The time between Romans leaving and Normans invading England is 

often called 'dark ages', mostly because we know very little about it. People 

populating this lands didn't know writing and their stories, passed down as oral 

heroic tales, often disappeared with the people themselves. So reading about 

Edwin, who became the first High King was a treat. It seems well researched 

and quite authentic.   

I was amused to read at one point that 30 warriors were considered a mighty 

force, enough to win a battle (thinking in categories of a modern warfare it is 

laughable). 

But on the other side, I couldn't fully connect with the characters. Some scenes 

were sketchy and the story failed to show more human side of the king, who, 

apart from being a brilliant statesmen, was also a father and a husband. 

Overall, I am glad I read it, but I hope that the following books will 

be more colourful and fuller on details. 

 

Angie Rhodes 



Set in Northumbria, Edwin is the long exiled King of Northumbria who is being 

betrayed by some he holds close to his heart - including his friend Raedwald, 

who has been given gold and other treasures for his part in Edwin's downfall. 

A strange messenger tells Edwin that he will ascend to great heights, greater 

than any of his forefathers. This is music to Edwin’s ears, but is there a bigger 

price to pay?  

Set in Pagan Britain, with fables of the Old Gods entwining this richly-told saga. 

The first of The Northumbrian Trilogy, this is a must read for anyone, and 

everyone, who loves adventure, sword fights, and a little pinch of 

magic. I am looking forward to the next one in Edoardo Albert's 

trilogy! 

 

Neil Beattie 

The first of what will prove to be a great trilogy full of historical 

fiction and gripping, fast-paced entertainment.  

After reading the first epic book of The Northumbrian Thrones trilogy I can’t 

wait for the second. Historical fiction at its very best, written by a well-

respected journalist. Not many authors would have the ability to transport you 

back over 1,400 years and make you feel you are there with the characters. As a 

lover of historical fiction I have found a new author to add to my shelf, a 

welcome addition to a growing genre. 

 

Helen Skinner  

A very enjoyable historical fiction novel...there's always something interesting 

happening or something new to learn!  

I always think it’s a shame that so much is written about some historical figures 

and so little about others, but in this, the first of a trilogy, Edoardo Albert gives 

Edwin, 7th century King of Northumbria, the attention he deserves. 

‘Edwin: High King of Britain’ is a fictional account of Edwin’s life. The story 

begins with Edwin in exile at the court of King Rædwald of East Anglia and 

follows him as he attempts to regain the throne of Northumbria and conquer 

several neighbouring kingdoms, believing that strength lies in unity.  One very 

important thread that runs throughout the novel involves the coming of 

Christianity to Northumbria and the choice Edwin and his people are forced to 

make between the old pagan gods and the Christian God.   



This is a fascinating novel and I feel that I’ve learned a lot from it, but it’s 

also a gripping, entertaining story. There are battles and duels, feasts and 

feuds, and lots of political intrigue; there’s always something interesting 

happening or something new to learn and I was never bored.   

Writing a novel set so far into the distant past means that there is obviously a 

limit as to how much information is available, but Albert does stick to the 

known facts as far as possible; his author’s note at the end explains where it 

was necessary to change things. He also provides a list of characters, a glossary 

and a useful map at the front of the book. 

‘Edwin: High King of Britain’ is one of the most enjoyable historical 

fiction novels I’ve read so far this year. I’m now looking forward to 

reading the sequel, Oswald: Return of the King. 

https://shereadsnovels.wordpress.com/  
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